
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
advisory engineer. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for advisory engineer

Display technical competence on assignments and requires minimal direction
from a higher-level engineer
Perform work in compliance with Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulated
policies and procedures
Interface with internal and external customers on technical issues
Lead projects, train less experienced engineers, and provide mentoring
coaching
Involve in multiple aspects of the software development process including
methodology conceptualization and proposal
Prepare and apply nuclear reactor thermal-hydraulic models for plant safety
analyses and is involved in the preparation of engineering documents
(calculations, reports, functional requirements, Final Safety Analysis Reports, )
in support of emergent issues, fuel reloads, proposed changes in fuel designs
or operating strategies and evaluate changes in analytical methods
Collaborate with multiple engineering disciplines to design mechanical
architectures for devices using 3D CAD software applied to a variety of
manufacturing technologies
Develop plans and lead complex technical activities pertaining to new
technology and product architecture Ability to recognize complex problems,
apply creativity and ingenuity to identify multiple solutions, analyze and
resolve the technical issues
Provide technical guidance to other professionals and work as a technical
leader on several projects Responsible for complete documentation of
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Support debugging, triage and resolution of issues related to regulatory and
certification requirements

Qualifications for advisory engineer

Certifications CISSP, Palo Alto, Checkpoint, CEH
Climbing, etc
8-12 years of relevant work experience designing and building enterprise
class security systems
Extensive understanding and experience in technology areas for firewalls,
intrusion systems, networking, databases, HA/DR, virtual systems, PCI
compliance, and other IT regulations
Previous Infrastructure/Security Engineering experience in heterogeneous
environments
Expert level technical skill in technology disciplines (Palo Alto, Checkpoint,
perimeter security best practices, audit compliance)


